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the	columns.		The	value	of		𝑠! 𝑖, 𝑗!,! 	represent	the	number	of	times	value	𝑖	co-
occurs	with	value	j	based	on	the	designated	spatial	relationships𝑑,𝜃	[24].		In	this	
research	and	analysis	of	images,	co-occurrence	matrix	were	created	based	on	the	𝑑	
distance	set	at	1	and	for	𝜃 = 0°, 45°, 90°,𝑎𝑛𝑑 180°.		𝜃 = 0°	means	the	direction	of	
progress	was	comparing	pixel	𝑖	to	the	right	of	that	value.		When 𝜃 = 45°,	𝑖	was	
compared	to	the	right	diagonal	pixel	value.			There	were	four	histograms	created	for	




















































































domain	𝐼 𝑚,𝑛 	to	the	frequency	domain 𝐹 𝑥, 𝑧 .			
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BE clinical image







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MATLAB CODE FOR DFT ANALYSIS 
 














    for j=floor(length(xshift_sq)/2)-fq:floor(length(xshift_sq)/2)+fq 
     xshift_sq(i,j)=0; 






    for j=floor(length(xshift_tq)/2)-sq:floor(length(xshift_tq)/2)+sq 
     xshift_tq(i,j)=0; 






    for j=floor(length(xshift_foq)/2)-tq:floor(length(xshift_foq)/2)+tq 
     xshift_foq(i,j)=0; 













































    for j=floor(length(xshift_sq15)/2)-
fq15:floor(length(xshift_sq15)/2)+fq15 
     xshift_sq15(i,j)=0; 








    for j=floor(length(xshift_tq15)/2)-
sq15:floor(length(xshift_tq15)/2)+sq15 
     xshift_tq15(i,j)=0; 







    for j=floor(length(xshift_foq15)/2)-
tq15:floor(length(xshift_foq15)/2)+tq15 
     xshift_foq15(i,j)=0; 
























title('Normal Esophagus Phantom') 
hold off 
  


















    for j=floor(length(xshift_sq500)/2)-
fq500:floor(length(xshift_sq500)/2)+fq500 
     xshift_sq500(i,j)=0; 








    for j=floor(length(xshift_tq500)/2)-
sq500:floor(length(xshift_tq500)/2)+sq500 
     xshift_tq500(i,j)=0; 







    for j=floor(length(xshift_foq500)/2)-
tq500:floor(length(xshift_foq500)/2)+tq500 














































    for j=floor(length(xshift_sq00)/2)-
fq00:floor(length(xshift_sq00)/2)+fq00 
     xshift_sq00(i,j)=0; 








    for j=floor(length(xshift_tq00)/2)-
sq00:floor(length(xshift_tq00)/2)+sq00 
     xshift_tq00(i,j)=0; 










    for j=floor(length(xshift_foq00)/2)-
tq00:floor(length(xshift_foq00)/2)+tq00 
     xshift_foq00(i,j)=0; 





















































x1=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide6_118.jpg'); 
x2=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide9_118.jpg'); 
x3=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide11_118.jpg'); 
x4=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide14_118.jpg'); 
x5=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide18_118_4.jpg'); 
x6=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide24_118_2.jpg'); 
x7=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide28_118.jpg'); 
x8=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide33_118_2.jpg'); 
x9=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide35_118.jpg'); 
x10=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide39_118.jpg'); 
x11=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide43_118_3.jpg'); 
x12=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide2sq_118_3.jpg'); 
x13=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide7sq_118_2.jpg'); 
x14=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide13sq_118.jpg'); 
x15=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide19sq_118_2.jpg'); 
x16=imread('/Users/Bandukwala/Documents/MATLAB/OCT images/dr tearney 
images/slide21sq_118_2.jpg'); 





























    a1=a(:,:,i); 
    e(i)=entropy(a1); 
end 
  
offsets = [0 1;-1 1;-1 0;-1 -1]; 
  
for i=1:18 
a1=a(:,:,i);     
GLCMS = graycomatrix(a1,'NumLevel',256,'Offset',offsets); 
stats(i) = graycoprops(GLCMS,'Energy Contrast Correlation'); 
for j=1:4 
    g(i,j)=entropy(GLCMS(:,:,j)); 
end 
end 












pause(0.1); %pause allows the figure to be created 
figure(1) 
for ib = 1:numel(hb) 
    %XData property is the tick labels/group centers; XOffset is the 
offset 
    %of each distinct group 
    xData = hb(ib).XData+hb(ib).XOffset; 
    errorbar(xData,avger(ib,:),errorer(ib,:),'k.') 
end 
labels={'0','45','90','135'} 
set(gca, 'XTick', 1:4, 'XTickLabels',labels); 
title('Entropy') 






















% For each set of bars, find the centers of the bars, and write error 
bars 
pause(0.1); %pause allows the figure to be created 
figure(2) 
  
for ib1 = 1:numel(hb1) 
    %XData property is the tick labels/group centers; XOffset is the 
offset 
    %of each distinct group 
    xData1 = hb1(ib1).XData+hb1(ib1).XOffset; 
    errorbar(xData1,avgen(ib1,:),erroren(ib1,:),'k.') 
end 
labels={'0','45','90','135'}; 





[cn(1,:), cn(2,:), cn(3,:), cn(4,:), cn(5,:), cn(6,:), cn(7,:), 
cn(8,:), cn(9,:), cn(10,:), 
cn(11,:),cn(12,:),cn(13,:),cn(14,:),cn(15,:),cn(16,:),cn(17,:),cn(18,:)











% For each set of bars, find the centers of the bars, and write error 
bars 
  
pause(0.1); %pause allows the figure to be created 
figure(3) 
  
for ib2 = 1:numel(hb2) 
    %XData property is the tick labels/group centers; XOffset is the 
offset 
    %of each distinct group 
    xData2 = hb2(ib2).XData+hb2(ib2).XOffset; 
    errorbar(xData2,avgcn(ib2,:),errorcn(ib2,:),'k.') 
end 
labels={'0','45','90','135'}; 
































    i=sub2ind(size(xBE),2,k); 
    v=sub2ind(size(xBE),117,k); 
    d=1; 
  
    for c=i:v 
        uBE(d,k-1)=sum([xBE(c-1) xBE(c+1) xBE(c+118) xBE(c-118) 
xBE(c+117) xBE(c-117) xBE(c+119) xBE(c-119)])/8; 
        bvarBE(d,k-1)=sum([((xBE(c-1) + xBE(c+1))^2) 
((xBE(c+118)+xBE(c-118))^2) ((xBE(c+117)+xBE(c-117))^2) 
((xBE(c+119)+xBE(c-119))^2)])/16-uBE(d,k-1)^2; 
        wvarBE(d,k-1)=sum([(xBE(c-1)-xBE(c+1))^2 (xBE(c-118)-
xBE(c+118))^2 (xBE(c-117)-xBE(c+117))^2 (xBE(c-119)-xBE(c+119))^2])/16; 




        varBE(d,k-1)=sum([((xBE(c-1)^2 + xBE(c+1)^2)) 
((xBE(c+118)^2+xBE(c-118)^2)) ((xBE(c+117)^2+xBE(c-117)^2)) 
((xBE(c+119)^2+xBE(c-119)^2))])/8-uBE(d,k-1)^2; 
        d=d+1; 
    end 






    i=sub2ind(size(xnorm),2,k); 
    v=sub2ind(size(xnorm),117,k); 
    d=1; 
  
    for c=i:v 
        unorm(d,k-1)=sum([xnorm(c-1) xnorm(c+1) xnorm(c+118) xnorm(c-




        bvarnorm(d,k-1)=sum([((xnorm(c-1) + xnorm(c+1))^2) 
((xnorm(c+118)+xnorm(c-118))^2) ((xnorm(c+117)+xnorm(c-117))^2) 
((xnorm(c+119)+xnorm(c-119))^2)])/16-unorm(d,k-1)^2; 
        wvarnorm(d,k-1)=sum([(xnorm(c-1)-xnorm(c+1))^2 (xnorm(c-118)-
xnorm(c+118))^2 (xnorm(c-117)-xnorm(c+117))^2 (xnorm(c-119)-
xnorm(c+119))^2])/16; 




        varnorm(d,k-1)=sum([((xnorm(c-1)^2 + xnorm(c+1)^2)) 
((xnorm(c+118)^2+xnorm(c-118)^2)) ((xnorm(c+117)^2+xnorm(c-117)^2)) 
((xnorm(c+119)^2+xnorm(c-119)^2))])/8-unorm(d,k-1)^2; 
        d=d+1; 
    end 






    i=sub2ind(size(xslide6),2,k); 
    v=sub2ind(size(xslide6),117,k); 
    d=1; 
  
    for c=i:v 
        uslide6(d,k-1)=sum([xslide6(c-1) xslide6(c+1) xslide6(c+118) 
xslide6(c-118) xslide6(c+117) xslide6(c-117) xslide6(c+119) xslide6(c-
119)])/8; 
        bvarslide6(d,k-1)=sum([((xslide6(c-1) + xslide6(c+1))^2) 
((xslide6(c+118)+xslide6(c-118))^2) ((xslide6(c+117)+xslide6(c-117))^2) 
((xslide6(c+119)+xslide6(c-119))^2)])/16-uslide6(d,k-1)^2; 
        wvarslide6(d,k-1)=sum([(xslide6(c-1)-xslide6(c+1))^2 
(xslide6(c-118)-xslide6(c+118))^2 (xslide6(c-117)-xslide6(c+117))^2 
(xslide6(c-119)-xslide6(c+119))^2])/16; 





        varslide6(d,k-1)=sum([((xslide6(c-1)^2 + xslide6(c+1)^2)) 
((xslide6(c+118)^2+xslide6(c-118)^2)) ((xslide6(c+117)^2+xslide6(c-
117)^2)) ((xslide6(c+119)^2+xslide6(c-119)^2))])/8-uslide6(d,k-1)^2; 
        d=d+1; 
    end 






    i=sub2ind(size(xslide43),2,k); 
    v=sub2ind(size(xslide43),117,k); 
    d=1; 
  
    for c=i:v 




xslide43(c+118) xslide43(c-118) xslide43(c+117) xslide43(c-117) 
xslide43(c+119) xslide43(c-119)])/8; 
        bvarslide43(d,k-1)=sum([((xslide43(c-1) + xslide43(c+1))^2) 
((xslide43(c+118)+xslide43(c-118))^2) ((xslide43(c+117)+xslide43(c-
117))^2) ((xslide43(c+119)+xslide43(c-119))^2)])/16-uslide43(d,k-1)^2; 
        wvarslide43(d,k-1)=sum([(xslide43(c-1)-xslide43(c+1))^2 
(xslide43(c-118)-xslide43(c+118))^2 (xslide43(c-117)-xslide43(c+117))^2 
(xslide43(c-119)-xslide43(c+119))^2])/16; 





        varslide43(d,k-1)=sum([((xslide43(c-1)^2 + xslide43(c+1)^2)) 
((xslide43(c+118)^2+xslide43(c-118)^2)) ((xslide43(c+117)^2+xslide43(c-
117)^2)) ((xslide43(c+119)^2+xslide43(c-119)^2))])/8-uslide43(d,k-1)^2; 
         
        d=d+1; 
    end 


































    varBEhist(z)=sum(yBE(z,:)); 
    scovBEhist(z)=sum(scBE(z,:)); 
    wvarBEhist(z)=sum(wvBE(z,:)); 




    svrBEhist(z)=sum(svBE(z,:)); 
    sacBEhist(z)=sum(saBE(z,:)); 
    varnormhist(z)=sum(ynorm(z,:)); 
    scovnormhist(z)=sum(scnorm(z,:)); 
    wvarnormhist(z)=sum(wvnorm(z,:)); 
    bvarnormhist(z)=sum(bvnorm(z,:)); 
    svrnormhist(z)=sum(svnorm(z,:)); 
    sacnormhist(z)=sum(sanorm(z,:)); 
    varslide6hist(z)=sum(yslide6(z,:)); 
    scovslide6hist(z)=sum(scslide6(z,:)); 
    wvarslide6hist(z)=sum(wvslide6(z,:)); 
    bvarslide6hist(z)=sum(bvslide6(z,:)); 
    svrslide6hist(z)=sum(svslide6(z,:)); 
    sacslide6hist(z)=sum(saslide6(z,:)); 
    varslide43hist(z)=sum(yslide43(z,:)); 
    scovslide43hist(z)=sum(scslide43(z,:)); 
    wvarslide43hist(z)=sum(wvslide43(z,:)); 
    bvarslide43hist(z)=sum(bvslide43(z,:)); 
    svrslide43hist(z)=sum(svslide43(z,:)); 















































legend('Normal Clinical','BE clinical','Normal Phantom','BE Phantom') 
hold off 
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